
Update 32 - written July 31, 2018 

Your smile is your logo,  
your personality is your business card,  

and how you leave others feeling after an experience with you  
becomes your trademark.    

- unknown 

When I last wrote, the ministry ‘boat’ was just about to hit the first rapids of the 
summer.  Whew!  With God’s help – we did it!  Of course at the end of 14 days we weren’t 
much to look at - wet, grubby, frazzled but smiling!  There were times of all out laughter 
from another hilarious skit that Tanya had come up with …times of cheering as the moms 
competed in relays.  There times we just hung on as another thunder & lightening storm 
blew threw and there were times we paddled for all we were worth…giving everything we 
had for those we were serving.  And, yes even in the middle of it all…there were some 
moments of connection – with a child, with a mom and with God. 

While you are online, just click on these sites. Chris made these to show at camp on the 
last day of each week. How to explain 2, 7 days camps that had at least 50 ‘campers’ each 
is going to be tough. Describing the program, emotions and how we saw God work is going 
to be hard. But, if you can watch these short videos they illustrate so much so well!   

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERcUoD3r55Y&feature=youtu.be 

1st week 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=V95VcMUN36w&feature=youtu.be 

2nd week 

For all 3 camps this year (the two in July & Family Camp in August), we are using the book 
‘Broken-Down House’ by Paul David Tripp as the framework for our program. If you have 
not yet had a chance to read it, I definitely recommend it! For the July - evangelistic 
camps - we kept to the basics. Each day had a question…. 

Where do you live?  Answer - in a world broken by sin 
Who are you?  Answer - a helpless sinner who has no hope 
Who is God?  Answer - the divine Builder who will not relent until his house is made new 
again. 
Is this all there is? Answer - no! If you choose God, someday you will live forever in 
a  fully restored relationship with Him. 
Why do we need each other? Answer - It’s called the church and it is God’s plan - a place 



to learn, grow and serve. 
What is grace? Answer - an undeserved / unearned gift. God’s restoration work for this 
broken world is founded on grace. 

Each question had a memory verse for the day and supporting serious as well as funny 
skits. Each morning, the kids went to their programs while the mom’s had their own 
meeting. For an hour and half they tackled these questions and looked at the Biblical 
views of justice, grace and mercy. Deep stuff to sort through, especially for those who 
do not yet have God in their lives, but oh so needed. The afternoons were filled with 
activities like crafts & swimming.  After the evening service we met together for all camp 
games or around the campfire. 

Of course there were some disappointments.  During the first week 1 child came to camp 
ill and they left the next day.  Another child became ill and they left the 3rd day.  During 
the second week 1 family left mid week frustrated as we just didn’t have sufficient staff 
for the attention her son needed.  And, while it was great not to have this week’s 
blistering heat, we did have to flex around several storms. 

After camp, I asked Tanya K, “What did the moms say?”  Because of her close 
relationship with them she has a great understanding of their reactions.  “Kristina it is 
the small things that catch their attention, like how everyone smiles.  They feel the 
atmosphere of love.  No one stares or ridicules.  Some for the first time heard that their 
child is not a mistake but has a purpose.  One mom said that after camp they started 
praying at meals.  Another mom said that camp had given her hope.”  Hearing things like 
that makes you feel good....like the effort was all worth it.  Of course we do not know all 
the work that the Holy Spirit is doing in each of their hearts but with Paul, I am choosing 
to trust that “…God, who began the good work within you (them) will continue his work 
until it is finally finished on the day when Christ Jesus returns.” Phil 1:6 

Because we had so many brothers and sisters attending with their special needs sibling, 
most of the volunteers were responsible for 2 or more kids.  So to help the volunteers, I 
did a lot of behind the scenes work.  Even still, I had several special moments. 

A small but precious one was Maxim. Maxim came with his mom and little sister last year 
and often attends our special needs functions.  He is about 11 and has autism. He is very 
shy and is most comfortable when he is right next to his mom. But this year, I saw some 
neat changes in that he is communicating more and a little more willing to try something 
new.  What touched my heart though is how I kept noticing him watching me.  When he 
had caught my eye, I would smile at him, he would actually smile back and sometimes even 
give a tiny wave.  We ‘played ‘ that game all week.  For some reason he included me in his 
world and it felt humbling and so sweet. 



Another special thing for me was a new family.  At the first meal, we let the families sit 
where they want and then the staff and volunteers sit in among the families.  It is a way 
to get to know them and serve them.  At the first meal of the first week, I noticed 1 
empty spot so I grabbed it.  Over the course of the week I got to know Katya and her son 
Dima (Down Syndrome) and Tanya and her twin boys – Anatoli & Alosha – who have 
autism.  This was the first time at camp for all of them.  I enjoyed Katya and Tanya 
immediately. Dima doesn’t talk or really interact. And, while the 12-year-old twins were 
extremely shy, little things like smiles, getting seconds of noodles and making sure we 
had ketchup on the table…melts fear.  By Wednesday we were friends. After camp I felt 
famous and down right loved when, on Sunday at the evening service, the twins came 
flying over to me – each grabbing an arm.  I was theirs!  

And a third was a glimpse into the life of Christ. One of those nights after my body laid 
down, it occurred to me, “This was kind of what it was like for Christ.” There was a tiny 
“Ah ha!’ moment.  Christ knew was it was like to be tired, hot and grateful for the quiet 
still darkness. He knew sticky sweat & aching legs.  He understood what it was like to live 
in a broken world.  He understood messy, sad and frustrating.   I guess, somehow in 
realizing that He understood I felt closer to Him. 

“Jack Reimer, a syndicated columnist, wrote a story about the great violinist Yitzhak 
Perlman. Perlman had polio as a child and walks with crutches and braces on both legs. 
Instead of arranging to be seated on stage at the beginning of his performance, he 
chooses to walk across the stage methodically and slowly until he reaches his chair.   Then 
he sits down, puts his crutches on the floor, undoes the clasps on his legs, bends down, 
picks up the violin, nods to the conductor, and proceeds to play. As Reimer described it, 
there is certain majesty in this ritual. 

During a 1995 concert, a string on Perlman’s violin suddenly snapped, and everyone in the 
audience could hear it. The great virtuoso stopped and gazed at the broken string as 
those in the attendance that night wondered what he would do. Perlman closed his eyes, 
and after a moment of reflection, signaled the conductor to begin again. 

Though anyone who knows music understands that it’s impossible to play a symphonic work 
with just three strings, Perlman was undaunted. Apparently you could see this superb 
artist actually recomposing the piece in his head as he went along, inventing new fingering 
positions to coax never-before-heard sounds from his three-string violin. 

The sophisticated New York audience watched and listened in awe, knowing they were 
witnessing a truly groundbreaking performance. When the piece was over, they exploded 
into appreciative applause. Mr. Perlman smiled, wiped the sweat from his brow, and said in 



a soft, reverent tone, “You know, sometimes it's the artist’s task to find out how much 
music you can still make with what you have left.” 

I know I speak on behalf of all the staff & volunteers when I say that we all felt broken 
the past 2 weeks. Language barriers, fatigue, bad weather, misunderstandings, unfulfilled 
expectations and unexpected problems. For one reason or a dozen, there were times we 
each felt broken. A string snapped during the middle of a performance - and suddenly a 
3-string violin. Yet! Yet, I can point to a moment for each person when they allowed God 
to make music with what they had left. A melody of strength, kindness, generosity, 
understanding and love that should not have been but were. I so agree with Joni 
Eareckson Tada when she said….”[God] His melody-His incomparable, heavenly, impossibly 
beautiful music-somehow comes into its own when it emanates from a broken, battered 
but fully yielded human vessel.”        

  

Blessings, June 

    

                 





 


